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Dear John Allen:

What a wonderful "spiritual feast" we enjoyed in Dallas. Getting to be with you and get better acquainted certainly helped to make this a real highlight in my spiritual life.

At Jaynes, Don Finnie and our wives enjoyed an evening of fellowship and prayer with Jennings and Vera last night and Jennings brought us up-to-date on the Sunday and Monday events of the seminar. We have hated to leave early - but all agreed that our "cups were running over".

Boy, you and that Jack Sells sure let me down on that ball game. If I'd known you all were going to have that much trouble - I'd stayed with you - "soul-brother".

We're getting excited about our retreat at Paris and certainly hope that nothing will arise to prevent you and Sue from being with us.

You're a "GREAT" spirit - brother and love you for your convictions. Pray for us over here in Nashville that we will get out of this state of complacency and get positively active for the Lord's cause. Also pray for Bro. Baxter that he will have
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... courage and physical strength to be the one to take the lead in getting us "on the ball" for the Lord.

I'm praying for you and your attitude about the situation over here. Be patient with us. There are some of us who want to "do right" but don't know exactly how to go about it. Pray for me, brother.

Look forward to seeing you and we'll have get down in writing exactly what stocks you touched up a record on you and to advise when we think you ought to do the switching around.

Thanks again for being such an inspiration to us.

In Christian love,

Bob Moses